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INTRODUCTION 

WHY DO I WRITE? 

 

Writing, for me, is devotion—coming to the altar of life with a grateful and open heart. My arrival 

creates sacred space. Such devotion turns the act of writing—the obligation to the muse—into a song of 

the soul. I come singing for the joy of writing. I come, watching for the space between words where 

ideas and phrases take form. I come to attend a birth. 

 

Sometimes I come like the mother who must get up in the middle of the night to tend a frightened 

child. The tending is so needed, yet so precious, and so satisfying for both. The mother’s devotion is 

palpable; it matches the intensity of the child’s wail. It is the perfect antidote to the need. My writing is 

the antidote to my overly busy life. I come to it as if responding to a wail within me. It is a wail for 

meaning, for recognition, for honoring. I honor my teachers—the strangers who cross my path and 

leave me changed. I honor my own courage to venture out of bounds and experience what can only be 

found far from home and the ordinary. 

 

In my writing, I search for the hidden jewels, which are the lessons--the realizations that come in 

hindsight after a storm has passed, or something precious has been lost, or something unexpected has 

been given. I give devotion to each jewel. I ponder the impetus behind the giving or the finding.  

Where do these surprises come from? There is no answer, only the openness to receive.  

 

Devotion, for me, is the impulse to give—to serve--and yet there is a receiving that happens as well, 

which may only be recognized in hindsight. The pleasure, the creativity, the cherishing of a memory or 

a person is a living, breathing blessing. I drop on bended knee in gratitude for how often mystery gifts 

me with a turn of events or an unexpected shift of the lens that opens me to a bigger vista, a bigger self, 

and a bigger circle of shared meanings. Writing with devotion calls me forth, showers me with grace, 

and fills my days with delight. Such a feast! 

 

Each chapter title is an answer to the question: “Why do I write?” 

Come, dear reader, get out your fork and spoon and join me.  
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 From the back cover: 

 

Enjoy the ride with Sandra as she takes you along the winding  roads   of her exuberant and purposeful 

life path. In these writings   she shares her heart stories   as a youth, parent, woman's leader, community 

activist, change-maker and  reflective elder. From  bouncy garden rhymes to pertinent political and 

environmental pieces, she shares her rich                                                                                                           

 -  Gaella Elwell is a creative writing teacher, storyteller and  business owner.  

In /Soul Song, Sandra is playing--with images, insights, journal entries, poems, sitting on the back 

porch--and letting it all, and I mean all, enter her.  Responding with joy and enthusiasm, she blooms it 

inside herself, and in this  book shares it  with us.       Mary Clare Powell, Poet (Things Owls  Ate,  

Academic Scat, and  Box of Water), and Professor, Lesley University 

Sandra follows her soul's light from "The Great Nap" to the "Altar of Beauty," naming lessons of joy 

and loss. This compilation of poetry is  a conversation  with Spirit. Under the "guardian tree" she drinks 

in life's  blessings and transforms its messages in dedication to her children and grandchildren.  Soul 

Song will  lift you up and set you down gently onto the path that we all are asked to walk..                   -  

Cheryl Fox, Mediation trainer and community activist  

Sandra Boston is a life-long traveler through inner and outer landscapes, always looking for  the 

presence of Spirit. From daughter to lover, mother, grandmother, social change activist, photographer 

and author, Sandra  stretches into life's assignments with curiosity, courage   and commitment.  Here 

she will tell you why she writes, and share her discoveries as well  as her photography on the journey.  

From  missionary to jail bird, and  mother  to radical lesbian  feminist,  her  stories are honed in 

transformation. She is presently a psychotherapist residing  in a communal house in Greenfield, Ma. 

and elder to ten grandchildren 

 


